ARRANGEMENT REGARDING INTERNATIONAL TRADE IN TEXTILES

Article 3 Notification

Agreement between Canada and the Republic of Korea

The TSB has received a notification of an agreement between Canada and the Republic of Korea concerning imports into Canada of men's structured suits and jackets from Korea. This agreement has been notified under Article 3:4 of the Arrangement.

The TSB has examined the relevant documentation, and has found that this agreement is in conformity with the provisions of the Article under which it is notified, as well as with the other provisions of the Arrangement.

The TSB is circulating this notification to participating countries in the Arrangement for their information.
ADDENDUM TO MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING OF 28 MARCH 1975

1. Pursuant to the agreed minutes contained in the Memorandum of Understanding concluded in Seoul on 28 March 1975, regarding exports to Canada of certain Korean textile items, further consultations between representatives of the Governments of the Republic of Korea and Canada were held in Ottawa during the week of 8 September 1975.

2. The two sides held discussions concerning the application of swing provisions between products under restraint for 1975, and the conversion factors for the application of such swing provisions. Both sides agreed that this question required further study and to continue discussion on it at the time when textile consultations are held early in 1976.

3. The Republic of Korea will restrain its exports to Canada of men's structured suits and jackets (including co-ordinates) during 1976 on the following basis:

   (a) the aggregate level of exports to Canada of men's structured suits and jackets (including co-ordinates) during the calendar year 1976 will be limited to 146,000 units;

   (b) within the aggregate level of 146,000 units, the Government of the Republic of Korea will establish specific sub-levels for:

      (i) structured men's suits commonly referred to as leisure suits or safari suits at 58,400 units (40 per cent of aggregate level)

      (ii) structured fine men's suits and jackets at 87,600 units (60 per cent of aggregate level)

   (c) the specific sub-levels in (i) and (ii) above may be exceeded by a maximum of 20 per cent of the individual sub-level, provided that the total aggregate restraint level is not exceeded.

(signed) Noh Chin Shik
Director
Bureau of International Trade Promotion
Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Ottawa, Ontario.
10 September 1975.